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T H O R N B U R G H  S Y M P O S I U M
LEADERSHIP LESSONS LEARNED: 
THE THORNBURGH-SCRANTON ADMINISTRATION 
25TH ANNIVERSARY SYMPOSIUM
Overview by Julia Indovina

A 
full quarter-century after the Thornburgh-Scranton 

administration moved into the governor’s mansion 

 in Harrisburg, friends, family, and colleagues met 

in Hershey, Pa., to remember and celebrate the successes of 

the administration in an atmosphere that Governor Thornburgh 

himself quipped was “part reunion and part museum.”

University of Pittsburgh CHANCELLOR MARK A. NORDENBERG 

welcomed the audience to the symposium and created a two-

pronged focus for the day’s panelists: crisis management 

and basic lessons gleamed from a much larger experience. 

Thornburgh’s legacy as attorney general for Pennsylvania, assis-

tant U.S. attorney general and U.S. attorney general, governor 

of Pennsylvania, and undersecretary of the United Nations has 

been captured in the 1,500 cubic feet of material contained 

in his archives, which are housed at the University of Pittsburgh. 

Scholars have already begun using the materials as learning 

material; one of the first examples is the case study box set 

put out by the Institute of Politics, which highlights important 

policy and crisis management lessons learned from examining 

the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident in 1979. Thornburgh’s 

legacy, however, is much more than Three Mile Island; he has 

been deeply concerned with issues of welfare reform, disabili-

ties, combating white-collar crime, and confronting corruption 

in politics. Nordenberg made reference to these other areas 

and thanked Governor Thornburgh for sharing the lessons of 

his life through the archives, publications, and the organization 

of the symposium.

Lessons Learned from Three Mile Island

Former Lieutenant Governor WILLIAM SCRANTON III organized 

the first group, which spoke on the lessons learned from the 

TMI nuclear power plant accident in 1979. The accident, which 

happened only two months into Thornburgh’s administration, 

presented unique challenges of internal information gathering 

and external communication. The young administration team 

was untested and faced a climate of fear and anticipation from 

the public, which was grappling with the largest nuclear power 

accident in the world at the time. (The events following the 

accident are outlined in a detailed timetable in the case study 

continued on page 3
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D I R E C T O R ’ S  N O T E
by Dennis P. McManus

I am not certain when I first heard the expression “there’s 

more than one way to skin a cat,” and as a cat owner, I must 

admit to wondering why anyone would want to know even 

a single way to remove feline epidermis or what possible purpose 

could be served by such an action. Like other truisms, however, 

the expression succinctly communicates something essential, 

specifically that multiple methods can be used to achieve a desired 

outcome. The array of programs summarized in this edition of 

the Institute of Politics REPORT illustrates the verity of this old, 

if somewhat distasteful, saying. Over the last months, the IOP 

has pursued a variety of ways to catalyze informed and thought-

ful discussion and to provide a setting for leaders and scholars 

to freely examine difficult public policy questions. Within these 

pages you can read about a seminar exploring the future of 

Pittsburgh’s nonprofit sector; a forum addressing policy and 

implementation challenges in educating children with disabilities; 

a lecture on the feasibility of major reforms in health insurance, 

urban education, welfare policy and campaign finance; and 

a briefing session and roundtable discussion on regional trans-

portation and access to work.

Two other programs featured in this edition serve to highlight 

the use of a variety of approaches in creating opportunities 

for enhanced understanding of politics, policy, and government. 

The first, a daylong conference, Leadership Lessons Learned: 

The Thornburgh-Scranton Administration 25th Anniversary 

Symposium. In consultation with major players from Pennsylvania 

gubernatorial administrations of the last quarter century, crisis 

management, governmental administration, legislative and media 

relations, and the ways to make major policy change happen 

were examined to derive pertinent lessons for future leaders. 

In the second of these, a seminar Use of Public Land: A Balancing 

Act was joined with a student focused session where under-

graduates interacted with experts and practitioners in a exercise 

simulating current public land use controversies. In the first 

instance participants benefited from the extensive experience 

of seasoned senior leaders, while the public lands seminar and 

simulation drew on the intensive energy of a cadre of exceed-

ingly bright undergraduates led by University of Pittsburgh junior 

(and IOP intern) Tyler Gourley.

Throughout our history, in conceptualizing, developing, and 

presenting programs of all types, the Institute of Politics has 

relied upon a far-reaching network of public officials; scholars; 

students; and civic, nonprofit, and community leaders willing 

and able to share their experience, expertise, and energy. This 

REPORT reflects a myriad of critical issues explored in collabora-

tion with this network in a variety of venues and formats. After 

all, “there’s more than one way.”
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publications, which are available through the Institute of Politics.) 

Scranton cited that the cycle of activity that emerged during the 

incident was: emergency, resolution, relief, and aftermath. This 

cycle would repeat each time a new emergency aspect of the 

incident emerged. According to Scranton, the three most critical 

issues in dealing with the crisis were: the “technical mystery” 

(i.e., How does nuclear energy work and what mechanically 

happened to cause the accident?), the maintenance of public 

information, and the executive decision-making process.

HAROLD R. DENTON first met the administration two days after 

the TMI incident in 1979. He was the director of the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu-

lation at the time. While he was comfortable with the technical 

aspects of the accident, he was not comfortable acting as the 

public voice of the NRC during press conferences and the like. 

Ultimately, he stayed on the site for three weeks to advise 

the administration and monitor the situation. He admitted 

that when the government accepts ultimate responsibility 

on an issue—as the Thornburgh administration did—the issue 

becomes more manageable by the public. From his perspective, 

the four most critical lessons learned from the TMI disaster were:

1. The questioning of the recommendation for evacuation. 

A miscommunication between representatives from the 

TMI plant and the Pennsylvania Emergency Management 

Agency (PEMA) resulted in a recommendation for evacu-

ation of the five-county region surrounding the plant. 

When Thornburgh and the administration questioned 

the recommendation, the NRC was able to retract the 

recommendation without the onset of public hysteria.

2. The requesting of presidential involvement, thereby gaining 

access to all the resources of the federal government as well 

as opening doors of bureaucracy. 

3. The refusal to distribute thyroid-blocking potassium iodide 

tablets to the public and invoking the misconception that 

this tablet protects against all forms of radiation.

4. The holding of regular government press conferences 

to keep the media and public updated with developments.

As the Harrisburg Associated Press bureau chief at the time, 

ROBERT DVORCHAK’s daily job was to make order of chaos. 

However, as he cited, the problem with the TMI incident was 

that no one knew exactly what was happening—especially 

not the press. Members of the press were left in the dark and 

often received conflicting information from various sources. 

The journalists on the scene were seen as pesky nuisances 

by authorities, but they needed to have access to independent 

information in order to file accurate reports. He recalled that 

while it was clear that a general emergency had been declared, 

nobody was clear about the exact problem that caused the emer-

gency. Once information was released, the press received conflict-

ing sources (the plant said no radiation had been released while 

the NRC reported differently). Dvorchak acknowledged that 

Denton’s contribution to the situation was extremely beneficial, 

as endless information does not necessarily equal knowledge. 

The governor’s overriding conflict was to not make decisions 

without adequate information, yet to also make decisions based 

on what he knew at the time. Dvorchak said that the incident 

has had resonating effects in that there is still an energy crisis 

and that TMI created a climate of this looming crisis, even years 

after the accident.

MARK SCHWEIKER, the former governor of Pennsylvania, 

addressed the lessons learned from the perspective of executive 

decision making. Like Thornburgh, Schweiker was responsible 

for decision making in a crisis when the accident at Quecreek 

Mine threatened the lives of nine workers and drew interna-

tional interest to a small town. Schweiker noted that the events 

at TMI were monumental and held many enduring lessons, not 

the least of which is that Pennsylvania now has solid emergency 

response platforms and requires high levels of accountability from 

its leaders. For Schweiker, the lessons he gleaned from the TMI 

experience and applied to the Quecreek Mine accident were:

1. Get all available resources and assets so as to act 

as quickly as possible.

2. Call on the federal government when necessary.

3. Practice facing scenarios before they arise. 

Another enduring lesson he learned from the events of 1979 

was that government is able go directly into a situation and 

assume control, without passing all responsibility directly 

onto the utilities.

Lessons Learned from the Day 
in the Life of a Governor

JAMES SEIF, who served as the administrative assistant in the 

Thornburgh administration, led the second group as they 

sought to identify individual lessons learned from the much 

larger framework of governing responsibilities. He noted that 

challenges of doing so arise from the fact that decision-making 

responsibilities shift dramatically over the course of any given 

day and frequently deal with issues ranging from the mundane 

to the life altering. The purpose of the panel was to look at the 

many ways and styles of handling the ongoing traffic of infor-

mation and answers and of differentiating among fact, reality, 

and truth in order for the governor to make informed and 

responsible decisions.
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The first speaker of the second panel, MARIA KEATING TITELMAN, 

served both on the Thornburgh administration and with the 

Rendell transition team. Under Thornburgh, she recalled, a sense 

of discipline was imparted very early on—a fact demonstrated 

in that a mere six weeks into the administration, he managed 

to keep a young staff under control during the TMI crisis. His 

confidence and leadership helped the young administration 

get through the period, while his public face of courage helped 

everyone make decisions. She identified the primary lesson as: 

Maintain a code of conduct and an ethical form of behavior, 

as these are the principles of character that have best guided 

both public and personal life.

JOHN T. TIGHE III, the deputy chief of staff for former Governor 

Robert Casey, next addressed how he was able to balance 

competing interests while managing the governor’s schedule. 

Various responsibilities on any day included government agenda 

items, unexpected external events, personal obligations, man-

dated commitments, and ceremonial celebrations. While it was 

difficult for the staff, the governor was required to consistently 

compartmentalize his varying roles for each of these responsibili-

ties. Tighe highlighted the role of communication as paramount 

and noted that any administration is best when the governor 

is capable of communicating his agenda clearly. Some historic 

events during the Casey administration that necessitated 

open communication, Tighe said, were Casey’s re-election, 

his diagnosis of amyloidosis and familial amyloidosis, the onset 

of the Gulf War, Senator John Heinz’s sudden and tragic death, 

Casey’s senate campaign, and all the events surrounding Casey’s 

heart and liver transplants.

The final panelist, MARK A. HOLMAN, served as chief of staff 

for Governor Tom Ridge and most recently as deputy assistant 

within the Department of Homeland Security. Holman spoke 

primarily of the resilience required to balance gubernatorial 

responsibilities. He said that life in the governor’s office can be 

very dramatic given the array of constituencies and that the most 

important issues of the Ridge administration included workers’ 

compensation reform, school choice, and the re-implementation 

of the death penalty. 

DICK THORNBURGH gave a brief lunchtime address and provided 

his own insight on some leadership lessons learned during his 

tenure as governor. His advice included:

1. Surround yourself with good people: people of confidence, 

integrity, and loyalty.

2. Use these people wisely, as they must be empowered 

in order to best serve.

3. Delegate authority through various spokes of the wheel, 

but maintain a central voice for the administration.

4. Sweat the small stuff: get all the facts for any possible 

decision. The quality of a decision is only as good 

as the facts presented on it. Keep perspective on what 

is really important. 

Specific management successes Thornburgh identified under 

his administration were:

1. Balanced budgets

2. Lower corporate and income taxes

3. Reduction of state bureaucracy by 15,000 positions 

even while creating 500,000 new jobs in the state

4. Lower violent crime rate

5. A $350 million surplus upon exiting office

Lessons Learned from Communication

PAUL CRITCHLOW, who served as press secretary under Thornburgh, 

led the first panel of the afternoon, which focused on the power 

of words to communicate character and promises. In his perspec-

tive, the role of communications in any administration is to inform 

the electorate and mobilize them to push the agenda. The three 

important actions for the leadership he identified were:

1. Build your own team.

2. Centralize authority.

3. Be proactive and respond rapidly.

Keeping these actions in mind, he shared the dual themes 

of the Thornburgh administration: honesty and efficiency.

Former Pennsylvania Attorney General D. MICHAEL FISHER used 

his experiences serving in both chambers of the legislature to 

identify lessons learned for the purposes of the panel. Governor 

Thornburgh was elected into office after a relatively contentious 

primary, and following the election he had to work to win over 

Democrats and many Republicans. His administrative team, 

however, was not from Harrisburg. Yet he was still able to build 

success by sticking with a single message and ensuring that his 

staff stuck with the identified communication agenda. Through 

these efforts, Fisher recalled, it became quite clear very early 

on that the Thornburgh administration was capable of handling 

a lot and had the ability to forge working relationships 

wherever necessary. 

TIM REEVES served as press secretary under Governor 

Tom Ridge and identified the following lingering legacies 

of the Thornburgh administration:

1. A strong governor’s office can operate as an institution 

of centralized power. Even in moments of reservation, 

the Thornburgh team still had a single strong voice. 

2. Honesty in the executive branch serves to benefit both the 

administration and the public. The experiences of Watergate 

bred a generation of reporters interested in searching 

for opportunities to expose corruption during the time 

of Thornburgh’s service. Reeves stated that Pennsylvania, 

especially, provided much fodder for this agenda. Under 

Thornburgh’s leadership, however, the idea of corruption 

in the executive government was taken off the table and 

was never an issue.

Additionally, Reeves reinforced the notion that a free and 

vigorous press is good for government and constituencies. 

It ensures that the administration does the right thing when 

the most people are watching. In contrast, small pressrooms 

have a tendency to breed a climate of complacency. 

THORNBURGH SYMPOSIUM
LEADERSHIP LESSONS LEARNED: THE THORNBURGH-SCRANTON ADMINISTRATION 25TH ANNIVERSARY SYMPOSIUM

Presented in partnership with the Dick Thornburgh Archives of the University Library System; the generous support of the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania and Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.; and the assistance of The Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors
November 19, 2003

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS 
MARK A. NORDENBERG, Chancellor, University of Pittsburgh

CRISIS MANAGEMENT: LESSONS FROM 
THE THREE MILE ISLAND INCIDENT
Organizer: WILLIAM SCRANTON III, Former Lieutenant Governor, 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Panel:

HAROLD R. DENTON, Nuclear Safety Consultant

ROBERT DVORCHAK, Writer, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

THE HONORABLE MARK SCHWEIKER, President & CEO, Greater 
Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

THE CONTEXT OF GOVERNING: LESSONS FROM A DAY 
IN THE LIFE OF A GOVERNOR 
Organizer: JAMES SEIF, Vice President, Corporate Services 

PPL Services Corp.

Panel:

MARIA KEATING TITELMAN, Principal, Cultural Strategies

JOHN T. TIGHE III, President & CEO, TMG Health Inc. 

MARK A. HOLMAN, Senior Principal, Blank Rome Government 
Relations LLC

LUNCH 
Address by THE HONORABLE DICK THORNBURGH, 

Former Governor, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
and Former U.S. Attorney General

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS FOR SUCCESS: LESSONS 
FROM COMMUNICATING WITH THE LEGISLATURE, 
THE MEDIA AND OTHER CONSTITUENCIES
Organizer: PAUL CRITCHLOW, Counselor to the Chair and 

Vice Chair for Public Markets, Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.

Panel:

THE HONORABLE D. MICHAEL FISHER, Attorney General, 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

TIM REEVES, Partner, Neiman Group

MARY T. WEBBER, Principal, Webber Associates

POLICY CHANGE: LESSONS FROM TECHNOLOGY-LED 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Organizer: WALTER H. PLOSILA, Vice President, Technology 

Partnership Practice, Battelle Memorial Institute

Panel:

KAREN MILLER, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Economy League, 
State Office

TIM MCNULTY, Special Assistant to the Provost for Strategic 
Technology Initiatives, Carnegie Mellon University 

PHILLIP SINGERMAN, Executive Director and President, Maryland 
Technology Development Corp. (Maryland TEDCO)

CLOSING REMARKS 
DENNIS P. MCMANUS, Director, University of Pittsburgh 

Institute of Politics

Left to right: Former Governor Dick Thornburgh, Rick Stafford, 
and Paul Critchlow listen to the day’s panelists.

Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg (right) speaks with Thomas Usiadek 
during a break in the symposium.
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MARY T. WEBBER served as assistant director of legislative rela-

tions under the Thornburgh administration. She spoke about 

the changes in technology and how these developments have 

changed communication in the past 25 years. Primarily, she 

noted, the developments have created new levels of expediency 

for the staff; e-mail transmissions now allow for a response 

in five minutes rather than the twice a day news cycle of earlier 

years. However, she stressed, technology must also dictate 

that staff builds time in for thinking given the much quicker 

turnaround. Ultimately, the smart use of technology is a key 

to success.

Lessons Learned from Technology-Led 
Economic Development

Webber’s comments provided a good segue into the panel 

discussion on technology-led economic development. This final 

panel of the day was led by WALTER H. PLOSILA, one of the 

key players in the development of the Ben Franklin Technology 

Partners, a lasting legacy of the Thornburgh administration. 

States can serve as laboratories to try novel and economic 

experiments, and the Thornburgh-Scranton team took advan-

tage of both opportunities. Plosila identified several key elements 

of their economic strategy:

1. “Choices for Pennsylvanians” program: A three-year 

analysis of market sectors that structured the state’s 

economic policy in ensuing years

2. A solid focus on community conservation

3. A decision to take advantage of the state’s universities and 

other resources for purposes of research and recruitment

4. The bipartisan Ben Franklin Technology Partners—an 

alliance among industry, government, and research 

to encourage high-tech enterprises throughout the state

The latter was a very progressive idea at the time with its 

emphasis on clustering together higher education and companies.

KAREN MILLER chose to address the question of, “What is the 

best role of government to play in economic development?” 

Her response was that government should dedicate itself to 

change through the coupling of development and public policy 

as a marathon against each other. Currently, Pennsylvania 

allocates $1.2 billion annually for development. While this 

number is respectable, much work still needs to be done 

because most of the allocation goes to companies and the rest 

is distributed among uncoordinated efforts. Miller emphasized 

the importance of nonprofits, workforce investment boards, 

and local governments all working together to consolidate 

efforts and establish high levels of accountability. Particularly, 

she noted, it is important to combine efforts of community 

development with those of economic development, especially 

as the state tries to attract young people to its cities.

TIM MCNULTY dealt with 

the issue of technology-

led economic develop-

ment through the 

strategic context of the 

Thornburgh administra-

tion. The administration 

held office during 

the 1979–80 recession 

and during a time of 

20 percent unemploy-

ment in industrial cities. 

Fundamental changes 

in the nature of industry 

across the nation 

happened during this 

administration. It was the first recession in a postwar environ-

ment, and governors across the country emerged as the people 

primarily responsible for each state’s economy. McNulty felt that 

the enduring vision of economic development as a core mission 

of universities was laid out during this administration.

The final panelist of the day, PHILLIP SINGERMAN, also spoke 

on the legacy of the Ben Franklin Technology Partners program. 

The program has survived through the years and was an 

incentive and inspiration for other states to follow. Governor 

Thornburgh and his advisors had the foresight to create the 

program, and once it was created it developed its own broad 

base of support that allowed it to survive administration 

turnovers and difficult economic times. Singerman identified 

the presence of legislators on the program’s board as key 

to its longevity. In developing the strategy, Thornburgh devised 

a centralized core of responsibility and decentralized methods 

of operations. Thornburgh’s branding was ingenious and also 

crucial to the longevity; originally titled The Pennsylvania Science 

and Engineering Foundation, the governor recommended chang-

ing the name to the Ben Franklin Program, and this seemingly 

simple branding change helped to propel the program to its 

world-class standing.

DENNIS P. MCMANUS closed the symposium and encapsulated 

the lessons heard through the day into three key elements:

1. Working together to build partnerships is central 

to success.

2. Talent is crucial; an administration must have the willing-

ness and ability to hire the necessary talent.

3. Ultimately it’s a marathon, not a sprint. It takes years 

to diversify an economy.

E D U C AT I N G  C H I L D R E N  
W I T H  D I S A B I L I T I E S  P R O G R A M
EDUCATING CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES: 
POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES
Overview by Bruce Barron 

W ill the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act cause 

children with disabilities to be left behind? It is 

a real possibility, according to several of the policy 

experts who participated in the October 24, 2003, Institute 

of Politics forum on educating children with disabilities.

Current Federal Disabilities Policy

As the No Child Left Behind Act judges schools based on their 

student body’s overall academic performance, explained ROBERT 
SILVERSTEIN of the Center for the Study and Advancement 

of Disability Policy, schools will have an incentive to exclude 

children with disabilities from testing unless they are offered 

some reward for serving them effectively. Excluding them 

would remove schools’ accountability for these children’s 

performance. Silverstein commented that if schools are not 

rewarded for trying harder with children with disabilities, NCLB 

could become a profound negative factor in their education.

Following an opening presentation by former Pennsylvania 

governor and former U.S. attorney general DICK THORNBURGH, 

who described the interrelationship of his government service 

and his role as parent of a child with a disability (see sidebar), 

Silverstein summarized the policy goals underlying the Individuals 

with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), last reauthorized in 1997. 

(At the time REPORT went to press, the IDEA reauthorization 

bill had been passed by both the House and the Senate and 

is awaiting final resolution.)

Before the passage of the original IDEA law in 1975, a million 

American children were excluded from education due to their 

disability. There was a widespread belief that deformed children 

deserved little or no attention—a view articulated by Plato and 

Aristotle—and special institutions were designed to segregate 

children who would be a “menace to society.” Beginning 

in the 1970s, however, the paradigm that persons with disabili-

ties were defective had been firmly rejected in public policy, 

replaced by the conviction that disability is part of the human 

experience and in no way diminishes a person’s rights.

Silverstein enumerated a series of principles, derived from IDEA, 

that provide a framework for educating children with disabilities:

• IDEA is first and foremost a civil rights statute, guaranteeing 

basic opportunity for all persons, and also a grant program.

• IDEA is explicitly tied to the four major goals of disability 

policy: equality of opportunity, full participation, community/

independent living, and economic self-sufficiency.

EDUCATING CHILDREN 
WITH DISABILITIES PROGRAM
EDUCATING CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES: 
POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

Cosponsored by the Health Policy Institute; School of Health 
and Rehabilitation Sciences; University Community Leaders 
and Individuals with Disabilities (UCLID); and the Institute 
of Politics
October 24, 2003

WELCOME 
KATHERINE D. SEELMAN, Associate Dean for Disability Programs 

and Professor of Rehabilitation Science and Technology, School 
of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Pittsburgh 

DISABILITIES POLICY: AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
THE HONORABLE DICK THORNBURGH, Former Governor, 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Former 
U.S. Attorney General

CURRENT FEDERAL DISABILITIES POLICY
ROBERT SILVERSTEIN, Director, Center for the Study 

and Advancement of Disability Policy

EDUCATING CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES 
IN PENNSYLVANIA 
FRANCES JAMES WARKOMSKI, Director, Bureau of Special 

Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education 

PERSPECTIVES PANEL
School Districts: J. KAYE CUPPLES, Executive Director, Program 

for Students with Exceptionalities, Pittsburgh Public Schools

Provider: JANET SIMON, Executive Director, Western 
Pennsylvania School for Blind Children

Families Advocate: SHARON GRETZ, Founder and Director, 
Childhood Apraxia of Speech Association of North America

Legislative: CHRIS WAKELEY, Executive Director, House 
Democratic Education Committee, Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania

SUMMARY 
PAULA BUTTERFIELD, Director, Special Education Division, 

Allegheny Intermediate Unit and Member, President’s 
Commission on Excellence in Special Education

CLOSING REMARKS 
DENNIS P. MCMANUS, Director, Institute of Politics

The crowd listens during the program.
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• Because IDEA promises all children a free and appropriate 

public education, regardless of the severity of their disability, 

education must be defined broadly to include essential 

services such as rehabilitation.

• Implementation of IDEA must be consistent with the broader 

effort to hold schools and states accountable for student 

outcomes. In the case of children with disabilities, the desired 

outcomes include self-sufficiency and employment.

• The law is designed to foster cooperation between parents 

and schools. Individualized education plans (IEPs) represent 

a contract between these two parties, and neither can unilat-

erally breach that contract except in egregious situations.

Educating Children with Disabilities in Pennsylvania

FRANCES JAMES WARKOMSKI of the Pennsylvania Department of 

Education reviewed the relationship between IDEA and NCLB. 

She endorsed efforts to set the bar high for all students, even 

if some may not make it, rather than lower the bar so as to give 

the appearance of success.

Warkomski addressed the frequent complaints that the state 

is not tough enough in enforcing school districts’ compliance 

with IDEA. She said that where a school is not in compliance, 

the state should offer tools to help the school and that it should 

apply punitive measures only if the school does not avail itself 

of this opportunity to improve.

Warkomski urged disability rights advocates to welcome rather 

than oppose the application of high performance standards 

to children with disabilities. She sees NCLB’s reliance on school-

wide achievement measurements as advancing the concept 

of inclusion because it requires schools to help all students 

move forward.

School Districts Perspective

J. KAYE CUPPLES of the Pittsburgh Public Schools focused 

on the positive implications and the challenges NCLB presents 

for special education. The positives include:

• Reliance on data-driven decision making rather than 

subjective assessment

• Emphasis on using standards-based, scientifically 

proven teaching methods

• High expectations for students with disabilities, 

as their scores count toward determining whether 

the school is making adequate yearly progress

• Expanded choices for parents, such as to move 

a child out of a “low-performing” school

• Greater flexibility and local control, e.g., to use grant 

resources for tutoring programs

On the other hand, 

Cupples said NCLB 

presents four challenges 

to his district:

• Making sure that staff 

are suitably qualified 

in content areas 

as well as in special 

education

• Responding to the 

choices now available 

to parents whose 

child’s school is identi-

fied as “low-performing” (Parents may choose a different 

school for their child, but other schools may not offer 

the necessary array of supportive services for that child.)

• Fulfilling mandates that seem to conflict (NCLB uses 

measurements of literacy and math achievement to judge 

a school’s progress, while IDEA says the primary outcomes 

for students with disabilities should be self-sufficiency 

and employment.)

• The possibility that NCLB’s school-wide performance criteria 

could be in tension with IDEA’s requirement to identify and 

address individual needs of students who have a disability

Provider Perspective

JANET SIMON of the Western Pennsylvania School for Blind 

Children discussed how the changing policy environment has 

brought dramatic changes at her school. As children with visual 

impairments gained inclusion in regular education programs, 

the School for Blind Children lost its original clientele and 

reshaped its mission to serve children with multiple disabilities. 

In this way the school responded to an emerging need while 

respecting the IDEA principle that all children should be educated 

in the least restrictive environment. Simon also suggested that 

the legal safeguards inherent in special education law can cause 

educators to become consumed with matters of technical 

compliance and to forget that quality should always come first.

Families Advocate

SHARON GRETZ, disability rights activist and parent of a 12-year-

old with a communication disorder, called IDEA a “covenant”—

a promise society has made to children with disabilities—and 

expressed concern about attempts to weaken that covenant, 

such as:

• A tendency toward reduced accountability for schools 

that deliver inappropriate discipline to students without 

accommodating their disability

• An amendment that would cap the amount schools must 

pay as reimbursement of attorney’s fees incurred by parents 

but not the amount school districts can spend on lawyer fees

• An amendment to exempt schools from NCLB sanctions 

if students with disabilities are the only subgroup not 

meeting the required standards (Gretz wondered what 

would happen if someone proposed a similar exemption 

for a racial minority subgroup.)

• Removal of the requirement that IEPs contain short-term 

goals and benchmarks, without which it may be harder 

to track student progress

Legislative

CHRIS WAKELEY gave a frank depiction of the attitudes of legisla-

tors, especially those lacking personal experience with special 

education, whose first concern is usually “How much will it cost?” 

Moreover, legislators regularly hear school districts’ complaints 

about IDEA’s unfunded mandates and rules governing discipline. 

One rural legislator, Wakeley said, became suddenly interested 

in special education when a family moved into his small school 

district with five foster children whose special needs would cost 

the district $200,000 a year.

Although Pennsylvania has been one of just eight states not 

to appropriate for preschool education, Wakeley suggested that 

early childhood programs are winning backers due to evidence 

that they reduce special education costs in subsequent years. 

He sees a trend toward more individualized education for all 

children, driven by NCLB’s tutoring requirements as well as 

the practices of alternative and charter schools.

Summary

PAULA BUTTERFIELD addressed the transition issue by referring 

to her experiences as a member of President George W. Bush’s 

Commission on Excellence in Special Education. The commission 

recommended stipulating the linkage of transition services with 

each student’s IEP goals, and Butterfield said she expected this 

provision to appear in the final IDEA reauthorization bill.

Butterfield pointed to lack of teacher training as another key 

problem, noting that the average regular education teacher has 

just 1.3 courses in reading and that many have no special educa-

tion training at all. A looming teacher shortage, compounded 

by a 30 percent shortage of university instructors in special educa-

tion, could make solving this problem difficult. She also stressed 

the importance of the state’s contingency fund in shielding school 

districts against catastrophic special education costs. “A nation,” 

Butterfield concluded, “is judged by how it treats its children.”

You know you’re at a powerful seminar when a former 

governor presents himself as the “warm-up act.” Of course, 

Dick Thornburgh may have been guilty of excessive modesty 

in this self-description, as he has had a substantial impact 

in disabilities policy making, capped by his service as point 

man for President George H.W. Bush during passage of the 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). But as the opening 

speaker at the Institute of Politics forum on educating children 

with disabilities, Thornburgh left the policy analysis to other 

experts and instead played the role of inspiring storyteller.

Thornburgh’s story began in July 1960, when an auto accident 

killed his first wife and left their four-month-old son, Peter, 

with severe brain damage. Peter became the first brain-injured 

student at Pittsburgh’s Home for Crippled Children (now 

the Children’s Institute) and then moved to the Pittsburgh 

Public Schools.

Thornburgh’s second wife, Ginny, visited Peter’s school one day 

to find all the mentally impaired students confined to a glum 

basement classroom, making potholders. When she objected 

to their treatment, the school principal responded flippantly that 

these students didn’t care what they were doing. The incident 

marked the beginning of Ginny Thornburgh’s long career 

as a disability rights advocate; she now directs the program 

on religion and disability for the National Organization on 

Disability. Happily, Peter would see brighter days in Pittsburgh 

schools; when he was 14, a mobility teacher successfully taught 

him to use the public transit system.

When Dick Thornburgh ran for governor in 1978, Peter cam-

paigned actively, and the Thornburgh family’s experience 

of having a child with a disability became widely known. When 

Thornburgh left office after eight years as governor and took 

a position at Harvard University, Ginny became that esteemed 

university’s first-ever disabilities coordinator.

As attorney general for President Bush, Thornburgh filed suit 

against zoning restrictions designed to exclude group homes—

a very personal issue, as Peter was living in a group home 

at the time. He also worked to drum up Republican support 

for the ADA, calling it a “Republican kind of civil-rights bill” 

because it emphasized empowerment rather than quotas.

Today, Peter Thornburgh, age 43, lives in a supervised apart-

ment and volunteers full time at a Harrisburg food bank, where 

he finds pleasure in helping the poor. Every three weeks—still 

using those skills he first learned in Pittsburgh—he catches 

a Greyhound bus to Washington and visits his parents. For the 

Thornburghs, having a child with a disability has always been 

a motivation for, not a hindrance to, their distinguished careers 

in public service.
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L A N D  U S E  P R O G R A M
USE OF PUBLIC LAND: A BALANCING ACT 
Overview by Bruce Barron

Ask people what’s the toughest issue facing managers of 

our state and national forests, and most would probably 

 say it’s how many trees the lumber companies should 

be allowed to cut down. But according to many experts, deer 

and insects are a much bigger threat than industry.

Management of public lands is far more complex and challeng-

ing than it may at first appear. Important decisions are closely 

watched by a wide range of stakeholders, from bird lovers to 

snowmobile riders. The Institute of Politics examined state and 

federal land management issues in a unique forum, conceived 

and implemented by a gifted group of University of Pittsburgh 

undergraduate students with a deep concern for environmental 

conservation. Highlights of the speakers’ presentations follow.

EDWARD MCCORD of the University Honors College teaches 

a course on environmental science, ethics, and public policy 

and directs a summer honors college program held on a ranch 

adjacent to Yellowstone National Park.

The only difference between the eastern and western United 

States, with regard to how the issue of public lands is addressed, 

is the decibel level. Public lands include parks, forests, wildlife 

refuges, grasslands, battlefields, and monuments. These federal 

and state-owned tracts occupy over one-fourth of the United 

States in area.

Federal lands are managed by the Bureau of Land Management, 

National Park Service, Forest Service, and Fish and Wildlife 

Service. Federal land ownership began when the original states 

ceded their westward claims to the national government, and 

expanded further with the Louisiana Purchase and subsequent 

acquisitions of territory. At that time many Americans believed 

it was temporary. Millions of acres were granted to states, 

settlers, railroads, and mining companies in the belief that the 

federal government should not remain a landlord. However, 

various forces—such as the threat that private logging would 

reduce the timber supply—led to arguments that the federal 

government should retain some of the land. In 1881, the 

President was given the power to create forest reserves.

The statutes that define the role of federal agencies are not clear 

on how to balance conservation with enjoyment. Lands under 

the authority of the Bureau of Land Management are eligible 

for multiple uses: recreation, grazing, timber, watershed protec-

tion, and fish and wildlife preservation. But how does the govern-

ment balance these uses among competing demands? How 

many snowmobiles should be permitted in Yellowstone Park?

As modern civilization seeks to put great amounts of natural 

resources to use, the debates between conservation versus 

preservation continue. But another dimension of the debate 

about public land involves whether the federal government is 

LAND USE PROGRAM
USE OF PUBLIC LAND: A BALANCING ACT

Cosponsored by the University Honors College, Environmental 
Studies Program; Collegiate Eagle Scout Association Outdoor 
Leadership Program; and the Institute of Politics
Friday, November 14, 2003
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CLOSING REMARKS 
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 Following the program, student breakout groups were held 
for further discussion of the forum’s topics. 

best suited for this role. Is the government too bureaucratic and 

distant to manage effectively? Does it undermine local steward-

ship? Is it too vulnerable to political forces? However, no one 

has fleshed out the details of a complete alternative to federal 

management. Some believe government has no business being 

a landlord, and there are “free-market environmentalists” who 

would prefer to see market forces determine land use policies. 

However these market forces do not prevail in many aspects of 

society; rather, certain values are selected as being central, and 

then society considers whether the markets will protect these 

values.

MARK E. REY, U.S. undersecretary of agriculture for natural 

resources and environment, oversees the Department 

of Agriculture’s Forest Service and Natural Resources 

Conservation Service.

The nation has trouble responding to land management issues 

effectively. There is broad public support for environmental 

protection, but with low intensity. The result can be the prolong-

ing of issues that have declined in importance, combined with 

the inability to turn to new and emerging needs. This problem 

is further fueled by the media’s tendency not to present good 

news. For example, the decline of salmon counts in the Pacific 

Northwest received considerable media attention, but the 

salmon’s recovery has not.

Three great issues are accompanied by three great diversions. 

The first issue is the health of forest and rangeland areas, both 

of which have changed drastically. Fires have become more 

serious due to droughts and stand density; rapid population 

growth is creating a closer wildlife-urban interface. In response 

it is necessary to create a stable system focused on what is left 

in the forest, rather than what is taken out of it. The diversion 

here is the amount of commercial timber being removed, 

an issue that does not deserve the attention it receives.

Second is the fragmentation of rural and undeveloped land-

scape, both of which are experiencing their fastest-ever rates 

of development. The problem is worst in—but not limited to—

the nation’s fastest-growing states: Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, 

Utah, and Idaho. Likewise, eastern lands are also becoming 

fragmented among small, private owners. Development compli-

cates the challenges of water rights, water quality, wildlife 

protection, and fire suppression. While there are currently 

incentives to help in keeping landscapes undeveloped, much 

more, including changes in tax codes, is needed in order to slow 

development. The diversion in this case is the time spent arguing 

over limited, compatible development of roadless areas.

Third, invasive species are a serious problem. Two hundred 

million acres of forest and rangeland are affected, and the 

amount is growing by 1.7 million acres a year. There are 

problems in aquatic habitats as well. The cost is estimated 

at $130 billion, but this issue has not yet crossed the threshold 

of public awareness. Here the diversion is the 20-year preoccu-

pation with trying to use the Endangered Species Act.

It is important to learn to recognize the difference between 

great issues and great diversions. Focusing on the diversions 

risks creating pessimism, a public sense that natural resource 

problems can never be solved. Instead this energy should reflect 

the sense of optimism that has buoyed other national successes.

PAUL JOHNSON, an Iowa farmer, was chief of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture’s Soil Conservation Service [now known as 

the Natural Resources Conservation Service] from 1993 to 1997 

and later directed the Iowa Department of Natural Resources.

There is a need to talk about the “commons”—the land that 

belonged to everybody—as it relates to conservation. The idea 

of the commons worked well in England until people tried 

to use the common land too much. This led to passage of 

the Enclosures Act, the message of which was that if you put 

a fence around land people will respect it more.

The American conservation journey is one of recognizing 

the need to enclose these commons. There is a great history 

of bringing lands into the public domain. It was in the 1930s 

that many began to recognize the importance of conservation 

on private land too. In the 1960s, the movement took another 

step and addressed “enclosing” behavior through laws to protect 

clean air and water.

Conservation is defined as harmony between people and the 

land, not as the best use for the common good; it is when both 

people and land grow from the partnership. It springs from 

doing what is ecologically right, not just what is economically 

convenient. It cannot be right, for example, to drain the last 

marsh, or to pass flooding along to another neighbor. Perhaps 
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it would be more beneficial to give social rewards for decent 

land use, and not just say a right action is impossible because 

it does not yield maximum profits.

State Perspectives

LARRY J. SCHWEIGER 
Around 1900, Pennsylvania had decimated its virgin forests 

and was having severe fire and flood problems. Today, the 

state enjoys a fine legacy of recovered forests. The Western 

Pennsylvania Conservancy has been part of this effort for 

70 years, purchasing or acquiring easements on 250,000 acres, 

working side by side with timber companies.

The state forests are well managed; the state has taken a great 

step in opening up its management to be evaluated by profes-

sionals through a third-party certification process. However, 

Pennsylvania forests are facing threats, generally beyond the 

foresters’ control. White-tailed deer have become a major 

problem. The interplay between public and private lands is a 

key issue, particularly as some private lands have unsustainable 

practices. If adequate attention is not given to adjacent private 

lands, state lands could end up with invasive species.

It is important to manage beyond utilitarian objectives. The Book 

of Proverbs says that a wise man leaves an inheritance to his 

children’s children. Many of the decisions made today about 

state forests will affect generations far in the future, not just 

those in the next few decades.

DAVID A. WASHBURN

The debate between greenfields and brownfields has been a key 

issue in economic stimulus discussions in the General Assembly. 

Heretofore, state policy has favored brownfield redevelopment. 

At the negotiating table, some legislators are calling for a policy 

that would drive state funding only to brownfield areas, while 

others want no restrictions on the use of tax increment financing 

for any development location.

At a hearing in State College, Pa., on the use of forest lands, 

the hot issue was access for all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and snow-

mobiles. Recreation advocates believe the 200 miles of trail 

now available in forest lands are woefully inadequate. State 

Representative Gary Haluska has argued for placing lodges 

in state parks, and the Department of Conservation and 

Natural Resources has permitted construction of a model 

lodge in Prince Gallitzin State Park.

JAMES GRACE

Pennsylvania’s state forest program began in 1898 and now 

comprises 2.1 million acres. Income from forest products—

a $5-billion-a-year business providing 90,000 jobs—pays for 

management of the state forest lands.

Forests are a renewable resource that can be sustainably 

managed while providing a variety of uses. Horseback riders, 

hikers, skiers, and ATV drivers all come to use trails. In addi-

tion, elk have become an ecotourism attraction, and people 

also come to forest clearings in order to view the night sky. 

There are currently 174,000 acres under lease for oil and gas 

wells; in 2001, the state received $3.66 million in royalties 

from 490 wells. While two years ago the state was criticized 

for proposing expansion of the oil and gas well program, it is 

now criticized for not making more money from the land.

The resource plan for 2003 listed as top issues oil and gas well 

leasing policy, bioreserve and old growth systems, what to do 

with ATVs and deer overpopulation. Timber harvesting is not 

on the list and is not a controversial matter for local residents. 

However, legal challenges to timber sales in the Allegheny 

National Forest have negatively impacted the economy, reduced 

revenues for local schools, increased timber demand on state 

and private lands, and created distrust of government and 

environmental groups.

Case Study: Allegheny National Forest

SUSAN STOUT

The Industrial Revolution caused great change in the forests 

through removing the predators of deer as well as taking 

out wood. These forests are now experiencing the impact 

of 70 years of protecting deer, and government now has 

to fence off areas to permit new growth after timber harvest. 

Other factors affecting the forest today include nitrate and 

sulfate deposits, wind, ice, gypsy moths, and beech bark 

disease carried by invasive insects.

Fortunately, forest management is almost as old as the state 

forest program. Research teaches how to manage change 

in the forest in concert with its species. For example, research 

has revealed that deer love trillium and do not eat ferns, and 

research determines how much pesticide to use so that the 

flowers will not be smothered by ferns. Research has also 

produced the guidelines that help determine what is sustainable 

forestry. Forest management can provide high quality revenues 

for the local economy, protect wildlife habitats, ensure regener-

ation after timber harvesting, and serve as a model for manage-

ment of private land.

BLAINE PULLER

People generally agree that the forest is worth perpetuating, yet 

at the same time there should be clear goals for all compatible 

uses of the forest, including wood production, reforestation, 

habitat protection, and recreation.

Sustainable forestry involves attention to timber and ecosystem 

maintenance as well as to socioeconomic concerns. Before any 

logging can occur, there are many tiers of reviews. Ecologists, 

engineers, recreation specialists, and others have input before 

the timber sale is completed, and a harvest inspector monitors 

the actual logging. Even after all these steps, appeals may still 

block the implementation of timber sales.

The public should be given a better understanding of forestry 

practices. There is a worldwide demand for black cherry wood. 

Pennsylvania’s timberlands are vast and are not running out 

of timber; in fact, new growth is outpacing removal of trees 

by 2.5 to 1. The best forest is a diverse forest, protected against 

deer and disease.

KIRK JOHNSON

The Allegheny National Forest is currently revising its forest 

management plan, which was last completed in 1986. During 

this revision, four main areas have been identified: recreation, 

vegetation management, habitat diversity, and special area 

designation (including wilderness designation); Friends of 

Allegheny Wilderness focuses on the last of these areas.

In 1964, Congress, through the Wilderness Act, established 

a process for leaving primeval lands permanently untouched 

and in a natural condition. Land does not have to be pristine 

in order to be designated. Wilderness is important in order 

to provide areas for undisturbed habitat, scientific study, 

recreation, and solitude.

Ideally, the current forest plan should expand the amount of 

wilderness. Overall, 18 percent of national forest land is desig-

nated as wilderness—11 percent in the East, but only 2 percent 

of the Allegheny National Forest’s 500,000 acres. As much 

of this forest as possible should be recommended to Congress 

as additional wilderness land, and Friends of Allegheny Wilderness 

has been identifying areas to consider for such designation.

KEVIN ELLIOTT

The Organic Administration Act of 1897 established national 

forests for the purposes of protection, management, main-

taining favorable water flow conditions, and continuous timber 

supply. Western forests were created from federally owned 

lands, but in the East land had to be purchased, and a 1911 

law authorized the federal government to buy land for these 

purposes. The Eastern forests are generally smaller and frag-

mented; when purchased, they were largely harvested forest 

or worn-out farmland.

A new wave of concern for conservation came in the 1960s. 

Many felt the Forest Service was overemphasizing timber 

needs over the other four approved uses of forest lands 

(recreation, rangeland, watershed, and fish and wildlife), 

so legislation was passed stating that all approved uses would 

be considered equally.

Today, managers of the Allegheny National Forest are respon-

sible for complying with 200 laws. This decision-making process 

has two levels: overall planning and specific programmatic 

decisions. The overall forest plan makes determinations similar 

to those of a municipal zoning plan: how much timber can be 

sold, what needs must be monitored, what lands to recom-

mend for wilderness designation.

The current plan is overdue for revision. This spring, the managers 

held workshops to begin the process. Because of the contro-

versy over how to use the forest, these workshops have taken 

a collaborative learning approach, bringing people together 

to discuss possible improvements rather than managers simply 

expressing their own hardened positions.

The draft environmental impact statement and proposed plan 

are expected to be released in July 2005, with the final plan 

in place by March 2006. Along the way the forest managers will 

hold more workshops and meetings. It is not surprising to have 

debates as to how to balance multiple uses in a changing society 

with new contributions from science. Solutions are possible when 

people work together in good faith and listen to one another. 

As a manager, it is a priority to involve more people and good 

science in order to reach decisions that sustain the forest’s 

health and productivity.

Summary

ROBERT B. MCKINSTRY

In this forum, three models were presented: Iowa, where 

virtually all land is privately owned; the West, which has heavy 

federal ownership; and Pennsylvania, which has perhaps the 

largest amount of state-owned land. The distinction between 

public and private land becomes blurred, however, when one 

asks what action will advance the public good. Rather than 

engaging in rhetoric, it is necessary to look at how to manage 

land in a way that is consistent with values.

There has been broad agreement on the importance of protect-

ing nature, safeguarding open space, and promoting high quality 

of life. There has not been much difference between the manage-

ment objectives presented by the federal government, state 

government, and industry. Instead of highlighting differences, 

concerned parties should instead look at how to advance their 

common concerns.



C O N S E R VAT I O N I S T  
P E R S P E C T I V E
Article by Clare Sierawski

Paul Johnson, when speaking at the Land Use Program 

last November 14, emphasized the need for America 

to create a “harmony between people and the land.” 

Johnson is a public servant, having worked in the Iowa legisla-

ture from 1984 to 1990, as the chief of the Natural Resources 

Conservation Service from 1993 to 1997 [then known as the 

Soil Conservation Service], and as the director of the Iowa 

Department of Natural Resources from 1999 to 2000. He is first 

and foremost, however, a farmer. 

As a farmer, Johnson has greater insight into the problems 

America faces when dealing with the issue of land use and 

public policy. He believes that more government incentives 

need to be enacted for conservationist-minded land use. 

The land Johnson owns, Oneota Slopes Farm near Decorah, Iowa, 

has been farming land for the last 150 years. In 1853, when 

Benjamin Culver bought the land, bison, elk, and passenger 

pigeons—to name a few species—lived on it. A century and 

a half later, all of these animals are either extinct or are rarities 

in the highly developed Iowan landscape. Despite this significant 

decrease in biodiversity, the land legally has the same value. 

This seemingly small fact is representative of how the American 

government and legal system value land—not as a biotic 

ecological system of plants and animals, but as a piece of soil. 

Johnson believes that biodiversity and land quality need to be 

a part of the value placed on land, reflected in the monetary 

value that is assigned to it. Johnson dedicated some of his 

own land as an easement, effectively protecting the land 

from development by voluntarily making some of it public 

under his supervision. 

A shift in understanding of public and private land value could 

profoundly affect environmental policy.

Water and soil contamination from agricultural and industrial 

nonpoint source pollution are two major environmental problems 

America faces. Nonpoint source pollution is pollution without 

a single point of origin, like agricultural or mining run-off. 

Johnson notes that more than 80 percent of all precipitation 

falls onto private lands, meaning that things like pesticides 

or residual wastes on private land will eventually get into the 

public water supply. 

Because the government generally takes a regulatory approach 

when dealing with environmental issues, addressing these non-

point sources, especially on private land, is a major difficulty. 

Instead of this “command and control” method, Johnson argues 

that if policy took a “conservation approach,” focusing on what 

farmers can do for better soil and land quality, and rewarding 

them accordingly, the government would be much more 

successful in reducing pollution nationwide while simultane-

ously protecting the nation’s land. 

Johnson wants to see policy that encourages and challenges 

private landowners through monetary incentives to join in 

“backyard conservation.” He points out that “right now over 

S t u d e n t  P e r s p e c t i v e
The Institute of Politics was pleased to welcome University 

of Pittsburgh students to attend the Land Use Program 

and to stay following the forum for student breakout 

groups to further discuss the issues brought up by the 

panelists. Two University Honors College students were 

selected as visiting scholars and were invited to interview 

a panelist and write an article on opposing land use 

perspectives. Clare Sierawski is a senior pursuing a joint 

degree in environmental studies, political science, and 

Asian studies; Jacob Levine is a member of the Outdoor 

Leadership Program and a junior pursuing a joint degree 

in environmental studies, politics, and philosophy 

and economics.

20 billion dollars goes annually to farm subsidies, none of which 

promotes conservationist land use.” Johnson argues that this 

money should be put toward helping farmers conserve their 

land and learn about nutrient management and soil conserva-

tion. He believes that by influencing farmers to use environmen-

tally safe nutrients and techniques, policy will be more aligned 

with what the land can realistically handle. As Johnson simply 

states, “We need to see conservation as valuable.”

While desiring to propose new legislation that would provide 

conservation incentives for landowners, Johnson also strongly 

advocates protecting current environmental laws and standards. 

Johnson says, “Environmental laws are being degraded, and 

these laws are extremely important.” He thinks that concerned 

citizens should work diligently to protect the Clean Water Act, 

which is under attack by the Bush administration.

Mark Rey, undersecretary for natural resources and environment 

in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, stated during the Land 

Use Program that the nation has more pressing issues to attend 

to, such as terrorism. Directly disagreeing, Johnson stated 

emphatically, “These things are important. Take a good look 

at what we have—all of it is important.” Johnson argues that 

terrorism in the world does not lessen the importance of protect-

ing our nation’s water supply or roadless areas.

Johnson contends that, “The general public is unaware of these 

environmental problems and, in fact, are kept in the dark, or 

given misleading information.” Johnson feels current environ-

mental policies not only use popular political issues to distract 

citizens, but also falsely use economic development as a justi-

fication for environmental degradation. As a student of Aldo 

Leopold—a revolutionary American conservationist—Johnson 

believes that economic advancement is no longer an adequate 

excuse for ecological atrocities. 

This modern-day Jeffersonian is urgently working to protect 

environmental laws and standards, provide incentives for 

landowners to conserve their property, and create a harmony, 

reflective of shared responsibility and “inheritance,” between 

citizens and the land. 

I N D U S T R Y  P E R S P E C T I V E
Article by Jacob Levine

Conflicts involving the use of public lands in the United 

States are portrayed in the media as black-and-white 

affairs, pitting ardent and overzealous conservationists 

against greedy industry tycoons. Players on all sides of the debate 

are caricaturized to the point where their views appear rigid and 

irreconcilable. Having never worked or conversed with actual 

policymakers, I had previously bought into the bipolar picture 

of the public lands discussion as it has been drawn in the news. 

As a visiting scholar at the recent forum Use of Public Land: 

A Balancing Act, I had the opportunity to explore the intricacies 

of what is in reality a multifaceted struggle characterized by 

compromise and mutual understanding.

This learning experience began when I had the chance to talk 

briefly with Mark Rey, who, as undersecretary for natural 

resources and environment in the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture, oversees the management of 192 million acres spread 

over 155 national forests and 19 national grasslands. Entering 

the conversation, I expected to perhaps hear a biased position, 

given Rey’s background with the timber industry, which includes 

nearly 20 years of lobbying. He expressed quite a moderate 

opinion, however, stressing balance above all else. “I wouldn’t 

say I approach [land] management with a certain philosophy,” 

he explained. “I look at problems on a case-by-case basis and 

seek the proper arrangement to accommodate all parties as 

much as possible.” Rey also emphasized flexibility, noting that 

every region of federally owned land faces unique circumstances 

that require localized, rather than universal, standards in order 

to achieve optimal use. “One of the greatest strides we’ve made 

as a country in managing our federal lands is the transforma-

tion from rigid command and control enforcement to more 

individualized planning that better considers local interests,” 

he explained.

The same pragmatism and open mindedness conveyed in Rey’s 

comments resonated during the forum itself, which consisted 

of keynote speakers from the federal level and panels repre-

senting the state and local levels. As the speakers commenced, 

I anticipated confrontational and contentious debate as the 

modus operandi. This was not an unreasonable assumption, 

considering that the panels on federal, state, and local issues 

were composed of professionals from seemingly clashing 

organizations. Once again, however, my expectations were off 

the mark. Even as each panelist presented a unique perspective, 

a common thread emerged connecting every speaker: a respect 

for one another’s views and a recognition that every group 

is but one of many parties with a vested interest in public 

land management.

As enlightening as the earlier half of the conference was, it 

was the latter portion, spent amongst my peers, that most 

illuminated the issues for me. Following a brief luncheon, 

the students in attendance finished the day by participating 

in a simulation. Students were split into five groups representing 

different interests in the fictional McManus National Forest: 

the local timber company, the neighboring Fawn Township, the 

local conservationist organization, the scientific community, and 

the Forest Service. Within these roles, students were given the 

task of reaching consensus on two brewing conflicts concerning 

the size and location of an additional soon-to-be-designated 

wilderness area and the preferred method of correcting severe 

deer overpopulation. Reaching any sort of agreement proved 

extraordinarily difficult, as each group entered the negotiations 

with different and often incompatible objectives. Divisions 
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within each group, as outlined in the simulation instructions, 

further compounded the problem. Fawn Township residents, 

for example, were split on both the wilderness area and the 

deer overpopulation issues, as the community faced competing 

desires to expand the timber industry that employed much of its 

population and to leave the forest untouched so as to increase 

tourism and benefit the town economically. Eventually, after 

active and intense dialogue, the students finished the simulation 

only partially successful, settling on the wilderness designation 

but failing to reach consensus on the deer crisis.

The student simulation drove home for me three notions that 

have stayed with me after the conclusion of the conference. 

First, it revealed to me the nuances and complexities of policy 

making in this complicated arena. The various actors in the 

simulation did not sort themselves out neatly into two opposing 

sides. Rather, they formed a scattered network of perspectives 

that contained both compatibility and contradiction between 

each group. From this, I discovered that land management in 

the real world consists not of finding a middle ground on a linear 

spectrum, but instead seeking an often elusive compromise 

that satisfies an array of interests. Secondly, I realized the need 

for more localized policies in the place of inflexible national 

standards. In our scenario, for instance, the land designation 

dilemma stemmed partially from a preexisting inefficiency 

in forest management, whereby the 300,000-acre industry 

plot was needlessly split into two large parcels with several tens 

of thousands of unused acres in between. A mutually satisfac-

tory resolution was passed largely because all parties agreed 

that consolidating the industry plot into one contiguous parcel 

would benefit everybody by freeing up more room in the forest 

as possible wilderness while not costing the timber company 

a square foot. Real life public lands, each occupying one of many 

types of ecosystems and each having its own set of unique 

conditions, are handled best with flexible regulations that can 

be tailored to each area’s specific needs, not inflexible legisla-

tion intended to span the country’s millions of acres. 

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, I garnered an apprecia-

tion for viewpoints once unfamiliar to me and found that actual 

players in the public lands debate possess a keen empathy for 

those with competing claims. This is not to gloss over the topic, 

which can be at times a heated and controversial subject wrought 

with narrow-mindedness and short-sightedness. However, 

this conference gave me the impression that for those whose 

experience extends beyond just the evening news, even while 

pursuing their own interests, the key word in the realm of public 

lands is indeed “public.” These places belong not to the conser-

vationist, not to the forestry executive, and not to the weekend 

camper. They belong to the American people as a whole 

and as such are not subject to winner-takes-all competition, 

but to accommodation of needs as varied as the American 

population itself.

T W O  P E R C E N T  
S O L U T I O N  L E C T U R E
THE TWO PERCENT SOLUTION: 
FIXING AMERICA’S PROBLEMS IN WAYS 
LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES CAN LOVE
Overview by Julia Indovina

W hat if some of the nation’s biggest problems could 

be resolved with just two cents on the national 

dollar? That is, to provide universal healthcare 

coverage, high quality performing teachers in all of the worst-

off public schools, a living wage for all workers, and campaign 

finance reform that ensures the inclusion of the average voice 

in public discourse all for just two percent of the nearly $11 trillion 

gross domestic product (GDP)? National Public Radio (NPR) 

commentator and New York Times contributor MATTHEW 
MILLER has formulated such a solution and has crafted it 

in such a way that makes both Democrats and Republicans 

happy. On November 7, 2003, the Institute of Politics was 

pleased to welcome Miller to discuss his new book, The Two 

Percent Solution: Fixing America’s Problems in Ways Liberals 

and Conservatives Can Love. 

MAXWELL KING, president of the Heinz Endowments, introduced 

and moderated the program in which Miller explained how 

the nation is poised to address these monumental issues now 

and in the upcoming election, rather than 10 years from now 

when the baby boomers entering into retirement will make 

such change fiscally impossible. With a GDP of $11 trillion, 

two percent is $220 billion, an amount that Miller argues is more 

than enough funding to address the nation’s uninsured and 

poor teacher quality in the public school system, among other 

issues, but still seems unconceivable to many in Washington 

D.C. Under any given administration, the government uses 

20–22 percent of the GDP; the current administration is using 

approximately 20 percent, and implementing Miller’s solution 

would mean raising the percentage by a mere two points. 

The crux of Miller’s argument lies not with the specifics of how 

each issue will be resolved, as he has incorporated what he 

found to be the best policy solutions from researchers around 

the country, but rather in the development of strong leadership 

and strong “followship.” This would mean a solid commitment 

by leaders of both parties to transcend party boundaries and 

make concessions for the betterment of the entire nation, 

as well as an informed citizenship that demands engagement 

on real issues. Through the two percent solution, Miller has 

essentially created a package to persuade the public to pay 

attention to the issues that truly matter by offering a resolution 

that requires only a marginal reallocation of funds.

TWO PERCENT SOLUTION LECTURE
THE TWO PERCENT SOLUTION: 
FIXING AMERICA’S PROBLEMS IN WAYS 
LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES CAN LOVE

November 7, 2003

WELCOME
DENNIS P. MCMANUS, Director, Institute of Politics

INTRODUCTION 
MAXWELL KING, President, The Heinz Endowments

LECTURE 
MATTHEW MILLER, Commentator for National Public Radio and 

host of “Left, Right, and Center” on KCRW-FM in Los Angeles

CLOSING REMARKS 
TERRY MILLER, Deputy Director, Institute of Politics

Miller has created a model of free-market solutions (which 

conservatives like) to address the core issue affecting the nation 

(which liberals like) that he hopes will be taken up by candidates 

in this year’s election. Among the issues presented in his book, 

Miller highlighted a few for the purposes of discussion:

Universal Healthcare Coverage

Currently, the number of uninsured or underinsured individuals 

in the nation matches the entire population of 24 states. Miller’s 

solution provides subsidies to the working poor to buy policies 

from competing firms. 

Living Wage for All Workers

Although efforts have been made in different cities and counties 

through the country, experience has revealed that a living wage 

cannot be sustained by mandates alone. Miller’s solution is 

to build upon the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) in a way 

that becomes a wage subsidy. This means adding an additional 

$85 billion on top of the $35 billion currently under EITC.

Quality Teachers in Public Schools

It is no surprise to learn that the teachers in urban areas and 

the worst performing schools are typically paid the least com-

pared to their colleagues. Miller’s solution is to make teaching 

an economically viable career choice and attract the highest 

quality new recruits—graduates who otherwise would have 

been lured into the corporate sector where their skills are fairly 

compensated. Through the two percent solution, teacher salaries 

would be raised 50 percent based on education and perfor-

mance. As an example of the concessions that are required 

for all of these solutions to work, Miller noted that the teachers’ 

union must drop the rules that prevent the firing of the worst 

performing teachers.

Campaign Finance Reform

To ensure the inclusion of the average voice in public discourse, 

Miller proposes a solution that enforces a soft money ban and 

requires an open book policy on all campaign financing. This can 

be done by allotting $50 per registered voter to contribute 

to his/her favorite candidate.

While most of Miller’s presentation focused on the bipartisan 

solutions to issues, he also briefly addressed the sources of 

the money required to create the two percent. Specifically, 

he cited that the resources would come from a one-third repeal 

of the Bush tax cut; adding a gas tax that also serves to benefit 

environmental policy, national security, and energy policy; and 

cutting corporate welfare.

Many participants of the November 7 program left with a fresh 

view of change and a book that maps how to apply that change 

to better the nation.
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R E G I O N A L  T R A N S P O R TAT I O N  
R O U N D TA B L E  D I S C U S S I O N
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY 
AND ACCESS TO WORK
Overview by Bruce Barron

Urban residents need work, and suburban employers 

need workers. It sounds like a great match—but 

getting workers to job locations can be a formidable 

challenge. As a result, “access to work” has emerged as 

an important concern. Because solving this problem depends 

heavily on transportation and land-use policy decisions, the 

Institute of Politics briefing session and roundtable discussion 

on access to work on January 9 began with presentations 

by two leaders in transportation policy.

The following are highlights from speakers’ presentations.

JACK WAGNER, STATE SENATOR

A good economy cannot exist without a good transportation 

network. As with the arteries and veins in the human body, 

a locale also needs good access to all points so that everyone 

has access to the region’s opportunities. Likewise, potential 

employers need to know they have access to the region’s 

employment base or they won’t locate to Western Pennsylvania.

ALLEN D. BIEHLER, PENNSYLVANIA TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY

Pittsburgh’s recent financial troubles highlight what may become 

a chronic problem across Pennsylvania, because so many 

upwardly mobile families are “moving on out.” Transportation 

choices have opened the door to a far-flung lifestyle. Instead 

of being restricted to where the infrastructure is already in place, 

people have exercised their freedom to live wherever the pave-

ment will take them.

Far-flung development has occurred because of easy transpor-

tation access by personal vehicle. People want bigger houses 

and half-acre lots and do not mind driving more to ensure this 

lifestyle. While everyone is free to make those choices, it is 

necessary to understand that these decisions may be taking 

the region down a dead-end street because the area cannot 

afford the consequences of a headlong rush to leave cities 

and towns behind.

Pittsburgh’s principal transit company carried 247 million riders 

in 1947. By the early 1960s, following the arrival of the interstate 

age, that number had plummeted to 63 million. While investing 

billions of dollars in a high-speed, high-capacity highway system, 

the region has tended to give short shrift to public transit. The 

federal Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 saved transit 

from extinction. But while both highway and transit modes have 

seen increases in ridership, far more dollars have followed high-

ways than transit. From 1970 to 2003, the annual federal 

expenditure on highways soared from $2.8 billion to $31 billion; 

federal transit spending in 2003 was $8.2 billion. These federal 

trends were similar in Pennsylvania. The burden of maintaining 

transit has returned to local entities; the federal share has declined 

from roughly six percent to three percent.

The Intermodal Surface Efficiency Transportation Act (ISTEA) 

of 1991 laid out a vision for balanced transportation and gave 

states the discretion to transfer or “flex” federal funds to transit. 

Pennsylvania has “flexed” more than $525 million to transit 

since then. Unfortunately, ISTEA’s vision of truly balanced trans-

portation funding has not been realized. Meanwhile, the highway 

system has grown to the point where maintenance needs exceed 

available resources; currently resources exist to pay for between 

one-half and one-third of identified highway and bridge needs 

in the next 12 years.

The last half-century of transportation investments has served 

a familiar pattern—sprawl. In the meantime, the region’s (and 

the nation’s) cities and towns are in trouble. Governor Ed Rendell’s 

administration believes in balanced transportation and is alarmed 

at these trends. Some of the choices made by the administra-

tion include focusing investment on older communities, offering 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION 
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION 
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY AND 
ACCESS TO WORK

January 9, 2004

WELCOME 
JACK WAGNER, Member, Pennsylvania Senate

FEDERAL AND STATE TRANSPORTATION POLICIES 
& FUNDING: AN OVERVIEW 
ALLEN D. BIEHLER, Secretary of Transportation, 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PICTURE 
JAMES R. HASSINGER, Executive Director, Southwestern 

Pennsylvania Commission 

“GETTING TO WORK” A CD-ROM PRESENTATION
Access to Work Task Force of Allegheny County

ACCESS TO WORK: CASES AND PERSPECTIVES

BRUCE ENGELHARDT, Vice President and General Manager of 
The Waterfront, Continental Real Estate/Inland Real Estate Cos.

BOB LINDNER, Executive Director, Travelers Aid Society of Pittsburgh

RONALD D. PAINTER, Executive Director, Three Rivers Workforce 
Investment Board

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: 
POLICY AND FUNDING OPTIONS 
Moderated by JANE DOWNING, Senior Program Officer, 

The Pittsburgh Foundation, and Convener, 
Access to Work Task Force

incentives for comprehensive planning, and focusing economic 

development aid on brownfields. And a particular high priority 

for Biehler is to stabilize funding for a balanced approach 

to transportation.

The state must consider transportation, economic development, 

and land use together. If not, transit will continue to chase after 

customers whose work locations do not fit efficient transit 

patterns. Without a balanced approach to transportation, 

the risk is that sprawl will worsen. That will increase congestion, 

diminish quality of life, and make it difficult for those lower on 

the economic ladder to find a way up.

JAMES R. HASSINGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION (SPC)
Within the 10-county region, there are 2.66 million people and 

1.5 million jobs spread over 7,112 square miles. It includes more 

than 500 jurisdictions with a wide range of zoning plans and 

ordinances. Planning decisions are controlled largely at the local 

level, and individual developments are not always approved 

with the region’s workforce and transportation needs in mind.

SPC’s 2030 Transportation and Development Plan is intended 

to encourage better-focused investments. Composed of projects 

proposed by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 

and member counties, it seeks to invest in existing population 

centers and transportation corridors. The plan establishes 

the foundation for identifying critical transportation gaps and 

directing public policy toward addressing them.

In the southwestern Pennsylvania region there are about 

5,857,000 vehicle trips per day, but only 218,000 transit trips. 

SPC is a cosponsor of CommuteInfo, which seeks to advance 

regional transportation goals by promoting transportation alter-

natives (such as transit and carpooling) for commuters. It will be 

a challenge to complete projects that improve access for all.

Allegheny County Access-to-Work Task Force 
(CD-ROM presentation) 

In the latter half of the 20th century, jobs migrated to the 

suburbs, creating a disconnect between those jobs and avail-

able transit. Congress responded by providing Job Access and 

Reverse Commute (JARC) funds beginning in 1998. In Allegheny 

County, the Access to Work Task Force was formed to develop 

transportation solutions for the region’s workers.

The task force turned first to the Mon Valley. With funding 

assistance from various sources, in 1999 the Port Authority 

of Allegheny County started its 59A route, connecting Mon 

Valley communities with the Monroeville and Century III Malls. 

This route has carried 400,000 riders. In 2001, the task force 

created a free minibus service linking neighborhoods in Braddock, 

Clairton, and East Pittsburgh to bus routes; this service has 

provided more than 125,000 rides. JARC and state Temporary 

Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) monies were used to fund 

the Cranberry reverse commute project—which unexpectedly 

attracted more inbound than outbound bus travel. One reason 

this route’s ridership has not grown as anticipated is that 

economic development planning in Cranberry did not account 

well for workers without cars; it is difficult to travel between 

bus stops and workplaces. Task force members are retrofitting 

solutions and are also developing ways to encourage businesses 

seeking public funds for development projects to consider trans-

portation and other work/life issues early in the planning process.

The reverse commute concept is working well in Pittsburgh’s 

airport corridor, partly because major bus lines are coordinated 

with circulating minibus routes. The 28X bus line, originally 

created as an express route from downtown to the airport, 

now stops at Robinson Town Centre and links with two minibus 

routes, carrying approximately 3,000 riders a day. The Airport 

Corridor Transportation Association helps employers make sure 

that their employees can get to and from work through such 

means as discounted transit rides, vanpools, and a “guaranteed 

ride home” program.

Overall, the task force has attracted $16 million of project funds 

and has helped people get to jobs. Its approach should be institu-

tionalized to ensure that economic development, transportation, 

and workforce issues are interrelated. Recommended steps 

include changing zoning regulations, strengthening funding 

provisions in federal legislation, and rating applicants for 

economic development funds based on how they address 

workforce transportation.

BRUCE ENGELHARDT, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER 
OF THE WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX

At The Waterfront, more than 500 employees depend on 

Port Authority transit to get to work each day. Of Target’s 

180 employees, 75 percent use public transportation, and 

a reduction of bus services could cause a loss of as many 

as 25 percent of the store’s business. Malls throughout 

the Pittsburgh area would have similar negative effects 

if public transit were to be curtailed.

Business development and growth in a metropolitan market 

require solid, dependable public transportation. The future can 

be shaped through proper planning by developers, municipalities, 

and transit services on such questions as where employees will 

come from, how many will need public transportation, and what 

transit services can be provided. Similarly, the future is changed 

when legislatures ensure that public transportation is funded so 

that businesses can grow and succeed.

BOB LINDNER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY OF PITTSBURGH 
Transportation and child care are the two major barriers to success 

for welfare-to-work programs. The Travelers Aid Society of 

Pittsburgh has developed a coordinated transportation model 
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that addresses the affordability barrier for large numbers of low-

income populations. In this model, transit fare instruments and 

gasoline debit cards are purchased and distributed to a network 

of employment programs, social service providers, and medical 

facilities for use by their eligible clients.

The Travelers Aid Society’s welfare-to-work project, in conjunc-

tion with Allegheny County and six employment programs, has 

reduced from 40 percent to seven percent the number of clients 

experiencing problems with transportation to jobs and training 

programs. The society’s Employment Transportation Assistance 

pilot project is helping more than 2,000 participants improve 

their job retention and training program completion rates. Trav-

elers Aid has also arranged transportation for medical appoint-

ments, immunizations, and off-hour treatment at seven local 

hospitals. Altogether the programs have enrolled 16,000 persons 

who take approximately 650,000 trips a year.

The organization’s model guarantees that the client actually 

receives transportation as intended by the funding source, 

resulting in an equitable distribution of transportation to quali-

fied clients regardless of their particular program’s resources. 

This system does not require creation of a large organizational 

structure to deliver services because the participating agencies 

in the network, which have an interest in ensuring their clients’ 

success, deliver them.

Pennsylvania’s economic development strategy should include 

a coordinated transportation program, including designation 

of a coordinating agency to distribute and account for transpor-

tation resources.

RONALD D. PAINTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
THREE RIVERS WORKFORCE INVESTMENT BOARD

In Pennsylvania, land use and economic development activity 

do not reflect the regional nature of labor markets; rather, they 

emanate from local jurisdictions. More than 2,500 Pennsylvania 

municipalities make development decisions in isolation, often 

imposing unintended consequences and unanticipated costs 

on others in their region. Workforce issues are not generally 

considered in these decisions.

The Three Rivers Workforce Investment Board (WIB) studied 

the situation in Cranberry, where 75 percent of workers are 

“imports” from other municipalities, including many from 

Ohio and West Virginia. Of 100 employers, 62 reported hiring 

problems and 42 had retention problems; 26 employers said 

the transportation system contributed to their problem. Only 

one of the 100 cited the available workforce as a reason for 

locating there, and only four did a labor force analysis before 

establishing their businesses.

This study leads to four state-level policy recommendations:

• Find ways to inject more county-level input in municipal land 

use planning and development review processes.

• Address the workforce impacts of economic development 

projects as part of the development review process.

• Provide incentives for economic development approaches 

that link development with workforce training, transit, 

housing, and child care. The permissible uses of impact 

fees could be expanded in order to respond to these issues; 

eligibility criteria for subsidies could include workforce avail-

ability and transit access; and state grants and loans could 

be applied to public transportation solutions.

• Develop stronger linkages between state-level economic 

development, transportation, and workforce development 

agencies, and promote coordinated regional service 

delivery systems.

The roundtable discussion following the panelists’ presentations 

focused first on how to stimulate developments to accommodate 

transit early rather than as an afterthought. Discussion included 

the observation that other locales have used more centralized 

approaches to transportation and development. An example 

was Canada, where developments exceeding a certain number 

of square feet require review by higher levels of government; 

in Boulder, Colo., developers receive credits against the required 

size of their parking lots if they involve the transit agency in their 

planning. Another example was the Seattle, Wash., area’s decision 

to encourage new development only in a designated core area.

N O N P R O F I T  S E C T O R  P R O G R A M
THE FUTURE IS NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE: 
PITTSBURGH’S EVOLVING NONPROFIT SECTOR
Overview by Bruce Barron

Nonprofit organizations in the Pittsburgh area are 

facing economic strain, forcing them to cut staff and 

programs and to reduce operations. Furthermore, 

their growing reliance on client fees raises troubling questions 

about the nonprofit sector’s future.

Is this news? Well, sort of. It may sound like news from 2003, 

but GREGG S. BEHR, president of The William J. Copeland Fund, 

found this information in an Urban Institute report produced 

in 1984. Surveys conducted in 1984 and again in 1993, during 

another economic downturn, found that nonprofits responded 

in the same four ways: accelerated fundraising, increased demands 

on staff, personnel reductions, and management changes.

The year 2003 saw many nonprofits taking the same steps once 

again, but Behr hoped that some of them would discover more 

visionary responses through strategic planning and a clearer 

focus on their missions. The forum he introduced, cosponsored 

by the Copeland Fund and the Institute of Politics, explored 

some possible alternatives.

MARC CHERNA laid the fiscal groundwork by explaining how state 

and federal budget tightening affects local human service orga-

nizations. Allegheny County’s Department of Human Services, 

which enters into more than $600 million a year of contracts 

with direct service providers, gets 96 percent of its funds from 

state and federal governments. Reduction of funding levels, 

or capping of expenditures formerly available on an entitlement 

basis, could seriously impact Medicaid, housing, and foster care 

programs. Cherna also pointed out that reductions in one service 

area can increase demand for other services; for example, insuf-

ficient drug treatment opportunities could lead to more children 

entering foster care, more emergency calls, and more people 

going to jail. The pressure to serve everyone in need with declin-

ing funds pushes reimbursement rates down, threatening the 

many agencies for which county contracts are the main source 

of revenue.

Cherna outlined that his department has secured substantial 

additional revenue by placing all categorically eligible clients 

into entitlement-funded programs rather than ones with capped 

budgets. Other solutions he recommended in order to maximize 

services despite financial limitations included coordination 

of services, automation, prioritizing, and concentrating on the 

application of evidence-based practices.

ARADHNA DHANDA moderated a small panel of perspectives 

from the foundation community. JAMES V. DENOVA, the first of 

the two speakers on this panel, went beyond the common 

assumption that nonprofit mergers and consolidations bring 

efficiency. Such combinations do create administrative savings 

and help smaller organizations deal with fiscal fluctuations. 

But they also can preserve the status quo or cause the agencies 

with the most capital or the strongest historical legacy—not 

necessarily the best and most innovative programs—to survive. 

Consolidation can also dilute the predecessor agencies’ missions.

Denova said competition can be positive in forcing nonprofit 

agencies to innovate and show results in order to receive funding. 

Competition can produce efficiency, too, as shown by a Brookings 

Institution study of how nonprofit welfare-to-work contractors 

changed their practices when faced with competition from for-

profits. However, competition can also push agencies to make 

service decisions based on profitability rather than consumer 

need. A financially fragile nonprofit, Denova said, should not 

be forced out of business if no one else is willing to do what 

that agency is doing.

Denova concluded that funders, who often use their grants 

and contracts as a carrot to drive change, must look at both 

efficiency and effectiveness, lest the result be either consoli-

dated agencies that have lost their relevance to human need 

or a free-market system frayed by service gaps.

KAREN WOLK FEINSTEIN opened her remarks with the image of 

popular television series, such as ER and The West Wing, saying 

that they grab the public’s attention with stories of qualified 

professionals who exhibit a sense of urgency and cooperate 

to solve pressing problems. Feinstein suggested several ways 

in which real-life nonprofits could attain equally superior 

performance:

• Setting clear, measurable, and ambitious staff goals, 

rather than just trying to be “better than average”

• Organizing staff into teams who will monitor their 

own performance

• Linking work processes to outcomes on a daily basis and 

finding out what obstacles prevent staff from achieving 

their goals

Feinstein said agencies that follow these steps reap the benefits 

of higher morale and staff retention. For example, the best 

nursing homes generally have a research mission, enabling staff 

to feel they are contributing to improvements rather than simply 

watching patients deteriorate.

Nonprofit leaders, Feinstein said, must have an open leadership 

style, readily receiving staff input and sharing both good and bad 

news with the agency’s board. She urged organizations to share 

what they are learning with similar agencies for the community’s 

benefit, as 42 area hospitals are doing in clinical work groups 

through the Pittsburgh Regional Healthcare Initiative.
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NONPROFIT SECTOR PROGRAM
THE FUTURE IS NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE: PITTSBURGH’S 
EVOLVING NONPROFIT SECTOR

Cosponsored by The William J. Copeland Fund and 
the Institute of Politics
September 5, 2003

WELCOME and INTRODUCTIONS 
GREGG S. BEHR, President, The William J. Copeland Fund

THE IMPACT OF STATE AND FEDERAL BUDGETS 
ON LOCAL HUMAN SERVICES 
MARC CHERNA, Director, Allegheny County Department 

of Human Services

FOUNDATION PERSPECTIVES 
Moderated by ARADHNA M. DHANDA, Program Officer, 

The William J. Copeland Fund

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS 
JAMES V. DENOVA, Senior Program Officer, Claude Worthington 

Benedum Foundation

RESPONDING TO EMERGING NEEDS 
KAREN WOLK FEINSTEIN, President, Jewish Healthcare Foundation

PANEL QUESTION & ANSWER SESSION 
NONPROFIT LEADERS’ RESPONSE 
PEGGY B. HARRIS, Chief Executive Officer, Three Rivers Youth 

DONALD G. BLOCK, Executive Director, Greater Pittsburgh 
Literacy Council

RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS:
STRATEGIC RESTRUCTURING AMONG 
PITTSBURGH’S NONPROFIT SECTOR
DAVID LA PIANA, Principal, La Piana Associates Inc.

ASSESSING THE FISCAL HEALTH OF NONPROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE PITTSBURGH 
METROPOLITAN AREA
CAROL J. DE VITA, Senior Research Associate, Center 

on Nonprofits and Philanthropy, Urban Institute 

THE PHILANTHROPY MARKET: CHARITABLE SUPPLY 
AND DEMAND IN SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
KATE TRIMBLE, Director, New Generations Program, 

Coro Center for Civic Leadership

LEADING THE SECTOR 
DIANA AVIV, President and CEO, INDEPENDENT SECTOR

CLOSING REMARKS 
DENNIS P. MCMANUS, Director, Institute of Politics

PEGGY B. HARRIS of Three Rivers Youth, the first of two 

respected nonprofit executives to comment on the foundation 

perspectives, said her agency’s success is partly the result 

of resiliency and of a readiness to reinvent itself repeatedly in 

response to changing needs. In a time when new organizations 

are proliferating, Harris said focusing on excellence and moni-

toring performance are keys to distinguishing oneself from 

the pack. While nonprofits are often encouraged to market 

their assets for financial benefit, Harris urged them to do so 

only in ways that are related to their mission.

DONALD G. BLOCK of the Greater Pittsburgh Literacy Council 

(GPLC) discussed the move toward pay-for-performance in 

the nonprofit sector. Literacy agencies in Pennsylvania are now 

funded using a performance-based formula that measures not 

just the number of service hours provided, but whether clients 

are progressing toward independence. Block said this new fund-

ing method has transformed his agency’s culture, making data 

collection, formerly a once-a-year headache at annual report 

time, into an essential, daily process. Staff now recognize that 

the agency’s performance is everybody’s concern, not just the 

director’s—it could determine whether the staff have jobs next 

year. The GPLC has created a program improvement team that 

involves all levels of the organization in identifying and solving 

problems. Block has found that the emphasis on continuous 

improvement has sparked positive change in staff attitudes.

Following a short break, researchers responsible for three 

of the nine studies supported by the Copeland Fund in 2002 

presented their findings. First, DAVID LA PIANA outlined the 

results of his nationwide study of nonprofit restructurings, 

including 10 case studies from the Pittsburgh area. He noted 

that organizational partnerships occur at a variety of levels, 

ranging from informal collaboration to joint programming 

to full mergers. Nonprofits reported that the positive outcomes 

of successful partnerships included reduced competition for 

donors, better positioning to compete with other organizations 

not in the partnership, an ability to sustain programming, 

a broader continuum of services, lower administrative expenses, 

better use of information technology, and higher visibility.

La Piana noted that early agreement about who would lead the 

new organization is an important factor in a successful partner-

ship, as many negotiations fall apart in squabbling over who will 

end up as the executive. Involved and supportive boards, careful 

planning, shared visions, and facilitation by an expert from out-

side the organizations also increase the likelihood of success. 

Strategic restructuring is most effective when goals are explicitly 

focused on specific outcomes and is weakened when program 

integration lags behind administrative integration.

La Piana noted that small nonprofits generate great ideas but 

often struggle to sustain their efforts in tough economic times. 

These organizations’ leaders, he said, must be ready to put their 

egos aside and pursue partnerships when doing so will help 

to achieve the organization’s mission.

Next, CAROL J. DE VITA of the Urban Institute presented research 

on the financial structure and fiscal health of the Pittsburgh 

region’s nonprofit sector. While the sector overall is fairly typical 

in comparison to other Midwestern cities, De Vita contended 

that Pittsburgh has an unusually small cohort of human service 

organizations and that they spend significantly less—$3,712 per 

person in poverty, compared to $4,550 in Cleveland, Ohio, and 

$5,221 in Baltimore, Md. De Vita found that human service agen-

cies constitute 20 percent of the Pittsburgh nonprofit sector 

but have just eight percent of the revenues and six percent 

of the assets.

As further evidence of their precarious financial situation, De Vita 

said 40 percent of Pittsburgh human service organizations 

had a negative balance in 2000. As they are already spending 

82 percent of their budget on direct program costs, there is 

little fat to trim. Client fees have grown to provide 40 percent 

of total revenues, but De Vita found no correlation between 

reliance on client fees and financial stability.

In time, De Vita said, these narrow financial margins will affect 

the quality and quantity of services provided. She called for a 

public dialogue on how the Pittsburgh-area human service sector 

can attain a firmer financial footing and do more for those 

in need.

KATE TRIMBLE of the Coro Center for Civic Leadership, the third 

research presenter, examined the region’s philanthropy “market” 

as it compares to other U.S. metropolitan areas. She confirmed 

that the Pittsburgh area maintains a strong foundation commu-

nity, ranking fourth in assets per capita among the 25 cities 

studied. Nonprofits in Pittsburgh get 14 percent of their revenues 

from foundations and five percent from corporate sources. Both 

numbers exceed the national average, but the amount of corpo-

rate support pales in comparison to Kansas City, Missouri where 

corporations fund 18 percent of nonprofit budgets, or Phoenix, 

Ariz., where they fund 10 percent of nonprofit budgets. Only 

48 percent of Pittsburgh-area nonprofits reported receiving 

any funding from corporations.

Trimble also found that even though this region’s residents 

had a higher-than-average level of discretionary income, their 

giving to charity ranked near the bottom among metropolitan 

areas. Suggesting that the abundance of foundation funding 

may have bred an unhealthy dependency, she recommended 

enhanced efforts to encourage individual and corporate giving.

DIANA AVIV, a nationally prominent analyst of the nonprofit 

sector, began the forum’s final presentation by featuring 

good news:

• Eighty-four million Americans volunteer with nonprofit 

organizations each year. Their service has an estimated 

in-kind value of $239 billion, equal to the whole gross 

national product of Russia.

• Eighty-nine percent of U.S. households contribute to charities.

• The nonprofit sector has grown 67 percent in the last 

10 years, twice as fast as the business sector, and its total 

employment exceeds that of the construction industry.

On the negative side, along with fiscal woes, Aviv highlighted 

various examples of questionable nonprofit ethics or lack of 

accountability, saying these instances have raised concerns on 

Capitol Hill and create a justification for reducing government 

funds available to nonprofits. She insisted that the sector must 

become more transparent, meeting the highest standards 

of accountability. Even so, Aviv said, government cutbacks 

will continue, and private contributions will not make up the 

difference. Therefore, nonprofits must learn to do business 

differently, with a more collective and less competitive approach 

to addressing human need. Stressing nonprofits’ potential to 

reshape national priorities, Aviv stated that younger Americans’ 

relative lack of social and political engagement should be 

a major concern.

As baby boomers reach retirement, Aviv noted, many will 

need help, but many will have the capacity to help others, and 

nonprofits should recruit them for service. Reinforcing a central 

theme of the forum, she concluded that money is only part 

of the solution—the other part is the effective leadership that 

representatives of the nonprofit sector must demonstrate 

in order to achieve a better society.
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